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SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY CONFRONTS A CHANGED WORLD 
MISSOULA—
With names like West Paducah, Ky., Jonesboro, Ark., and Springfield, Ore., still alive 
in people’s minds, memories of school days as the “good old Golden Rule days” are fading 
into the mist.
In those simpler times, students mostly behaved in school, and teachers needed but a 
few rules to keep a class on task. Nowadays, teachers have students who fly off the handle 
unpredictably, throw furniture and even pack dangerous weapons. School violence has made 
headlines in communities across the land.
“There are more children in public school settings that need emotional services than 
there ever have been before,” says George Camp, psychology professor and director of the 
school psychology program at The University of Montana. The trend, he says, has transformed 
school psychology in the 30 years since he entered the profession. When Camp came to 
Montana in the early ’70s, he found no school psychologists in the schools.
“They had people working in the schools called ‘testers,’” he says. “They gave 
intelligence and psychological tests and provided the scores, and on the basis of that, children 
were placed in special education or not.” Even after the title “school psychologist” replaced 
“tester,” Camp says, testing was really all the schools expected the school psychologist to do.
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“Now the needs of schools involve much more attention to adjustment issues than in the 
mid-70s,” he says. “There’s a lot more awareness regarding the stresses children experience at 
home and at school. And, of course, shootings at school and those sorts of things make us very 
aware of the traumatic things kids experience. Schools now are getting more and more 
pressure to provide support for kids.”
Where reading, writing and ‘rithmetic once carried the day, now the whole concept of 
socialization also is on the docket, Camp says. Schools are expected to help children learn to 
manage their own behavior, make decisions and think rather than just react. As schools 
struggle with these new responsibilities, he says, they need resources.
Among those resources are school psychologists. They work with teachers, 
administrators and parents to help them figure out, say, what’s going on in the life of a 
problem child and how to make school a place that better serves the child’s needs. Part of this 
role is counseling children. Another part is behavioral intervention — helping teachers and 
parents develop strategies to handle children with significant behavioral problems.
Where school violence is concerned, Camp says the school psychologist’s primary role 
is on the front end — helping schools set up steps to use if a crisis occurs and developing a plan 
to prevent violent activities in school settings. But even more important is helping teachers 
recognize children who are having problems, especially those -- such as experimenting with 
drugs -  that teachers in their own growing up experiences might not have become aware of.
“I’m not sure our education programs prepare our teachers to do that,” Camp says. The 
shock that followed the school shootings in Kentucky, Arkansas and Oregon seems to indicate 
that most of the people associated with the students who did the shooting did not realize how
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troubled those students were.
When a teacher spots a child who’s possibly in trouble, the school psychologist again 
can play a role, working with the teacher to consider whether a real problem exists and, if so, 
what to do to make things better for the child. Sometimes better management of the classroom 
layout can do the trick. Other cases might beg for some form of discipline. This is a sticky 
issue, Camp says, because discipline means so many different things to different families, but 
school psychologists can suggest ways to help children learn more appropriate behavior.
“Punishment is an option, but it’s effective only when it’s explicit and says exactly 
what we don’t like and why we don’t like it,” he says. “Actually, the most effective 
‘punishment’ is not punishment at all, but an appropriate definition of what you want and 
getting it set up so that the child wants to do it. A punishment that’s not functional in terms of 
changing a behavior is not one you want to use again.”
In many schools, particularly rural schools, one person is both school counselor and 
school psychologist. But strictly speaking they aren’t the same thing, Camp says, primarily 
because their training, and sometimes their temperaments differ. School psychology majors at 
UM, for example, take courses in developmental, abnormal and cognitive psychology, 
statistics and research techniques. They are trained in consultation, psychoeducational 
evaluation, counseling intervention and behavioral intervention as well as child advocacy, 
parent involvement and ethical practice.
Counseling trains its majors in areas such as career development, family counseling, 
chemical dependency, the helping relationship, appraisal and multicultural counseling.
As for temperament, school psychology students lean toward an analytical, scientific
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approach to problems that children, families and schools are having, Camp says, while 
counseling students tend to be more oriented toward feelings, sentiments and emotional bonds 
with people. Because a good school psychologist needs both orientations, he says, he 
encourages counseling students to get more psychology and psychology students to get more 
counseling.
Both may be called upon in a serious school crisis. Many Montana schools have teams 
of psychologists and counselors to help members of a school community work through their 
grief after a crisis.
“These will be people who have been through the process of grief with clients,” Camp 
says. “They’ll help the youngsters recognize that what they’re experiencing is normal, that this 
is something that will change and that tomorrow will be better.”
Camp says nothing in his childhood school experience even came close to what many 
students experience these days. But if students had occasion to be grief-stricken, the teacher 
and the parents would have helped them. Today he sees school psychology at a frontier, 
implementing a support phase after a traumatic event in the belief that it will help students 
move through crises in a constructive way.
“There may be some value in talking about these things, getting them out in the open 
... that may actually contribute to growth in a more direct, constructive, possibly even long- 
term-effective way, he says. “We don’t know the answer to that for these big societal issues.” 
But research that’s been done with therapy indicates that it helps, he says.
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